SAGA: Studio Art Graduate Association

This is the home of the Studio Art Graduate Association (SAGA).

This page is managed by SAGA, the Studio Art Graduate Association.

The short link to this page is

- https://wikis.utexas.edu/display/studioartMFA
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The search function is really powerful. Use it to navigate the wiki!
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What is SAGA?

The Studio Art Graduate Association (SAGA) is a student-run organization that serves the needs of Studio Art graduate students. All Studio Art graduate students are full members by default. Associate-level membership is also open to: any faculty, staff member in the Department of Art and Art History; to alumni of the Studio Art MFA program; and to graduate students in other MFA programs.

SAGA supplements the education experiences of graduate Studio Art students by:

- providing opportunities for Studio Art MFA students to share their artwork with the larger UT community;
- providing opportunities for Studio Art MFA students to pursue interdisciplinarity and collaboration with other UT departments and student organizations;
- providing a channel of communication between: Studio Art MFA graduate students; and university faculty, staff, administration, and students;
- promoting diversity, equity and inclusion in the Studio Art MFA program;
- acting as a point of contact between alumni and the Studio Art MFA program.
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WIKI HELP:

For SAGA members and information specific to the SAGA Wiki (inc. permissions, etc) visit the SAGA Wiki Admin page.

SAGA members can log into the Wiki using the SAGA EID.

Wiki Help Pages:

- University Wiki Service Help Pages
- Help Pages - Getting Started
- Adding Users
  - To add a new user, the user MUST log in to the Wiki system at least once. Get them to visit this page, press Log In on the top right corner, and then you will be able to add them to the space.
  - Working with Groups and Group Permissions
  - Add A New User
- UT IT Self-Help
- UT Service Now (IT Help)
- help@wikis.utexas.edu

Also Helpful:

- Moody College Wiki Documentation